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Predicting Long-Term SOC Performance

Multiphysics 
model predicts 

cell performance 
from 

microstructural 
properties

Coarsening phase-field 
model predicts 

microstructure after 
operation

Microstructural 
analysis extracts 

performance-
relevant 

properties
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Optimized for high-throughput, 
unattended operation on NETL’s 

Joule supercomputer
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Long-term 3D microstructure prediction

3D-resolved and whole-cell 
performance

3D property measurement 
in sub-volumes

Long-term performance degradation is a key barrier to SOC commercialization and the subject of a major
DOE technical target (0.2% voltage decay per 1,000 hours). Modelling is key to understanding degradation
and predicting the long-term outcome of specific electrode designs. To this end, NETL’s SOC Research Group
has developed an integrated degradation model to predict the long-term performance of any electrode.
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Bank of 45,000 unique 
electrodes successfully 

generated on NETL’s Joule
supercomputer

Available to program partners

Particle size 
distribution

Generating synthetic microstructures
using DREAM.3D allows deliberate
exploration of 11-dimensional
parameter space

Sub-set of 
650 
electrodes 
run through 
degradation 
model so far 
(not all 
parameters 
shown)

Represents 
422k 

unique 
SOCs

Big Data Approach: Synthetic Microstructures

Combinations of parameters in 11-dimensional space rapidly approach tens 
of thousands of electrodes to explore – not feasible  when experimental 
characterization takes days.

Same particle size 
distributions and fractions, 

but differently mixed

Pore

LSM

YSZ

2 independent phase fractions 3 average particle/pore sizes

3 particle/pore polydispersity 
(breadth of distribution)

3 phases’ heterogeneity or 
“well-mixedness”

T. Hsu et al., J. Power Sources, 386, pg. 1 (2018).

3rd fraction set by balancing to 100%

11 Parameters Define Initial Microstructure

LSM/YSZ
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YSZ/pore area
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YSZ stdev.

Pore stdev.
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TPB dens.

Selection of Individual Outputs

Microstructural properties over time Spatial I-V, η info at every 
time step (FC & Electrolysis)

Voltage decay is important but misses 
whether electrode was a poor 

performer to begin with

With hundreds or thousands of electrodes
analyzed, it becomes helpful to condense
results into a single figure-of-merit

Choose an operational current 
density (e.g. 0.4 A/cm2)

ΔVcell from 0 to 1,000 hrs

Captures initial performance as well 
as decay. Also a proxy for $/kWh, a 

key metric for industry.

Energy produced in 1,000 hrs

Area = lifetime energy produced [Wh/cm2]
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With this choice of figure of merit, we 
can now map the 11 independent 

input parameters, or “features,” to 
this 1 outcome value.

Analyzing lifetime energy produced versus one or two 
features at a time is possible manually, but 

interrelationships between features makes higher-
dimensional analysis difficult. We turn to machine 

learning to better understand the growing bank of high-
dimensional results.

Sample Outputs of Degradation Model
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Lower is better Higher is better

Small LSM particle sizes are bad 
for voltage decay (expected), but 

net good for lifetime energy 
produced – a worthwhile 

tradeoff that is not necessarily 
intuitive.

Lower LSM/YSZ ratio is good for 
both metrics

Impact on voltage decay [%/khr] Impact on lifetime energy [Wh/cm2]

P1 Cathode

P2 Cathode

P2 Anode

Biggest drains are LSM/YSZ ratio and DLSMSmall YSZ powder was a good choice

†Samples from Materials Systems Research Inc. (MSRI, Salt Lake City, UT).  Characterization detailed in T. Hsu et al., J. Power Sources, 386, pg. 1 (2018).

Full-res data

Low-res data

Mean abs. 
% err 
≈0.5%
for lifetime 
energy

* S. M. Lundberg, S-I. Lee. A Unified Approach to Interpreting Model Predictions. NIPS 2017.
More details in: W. K. Epting et al., ECS Trans. 103, pg. 909 (2021).

Voltage decay over time at 
0.4 A/cm2 for selected 

electrode configurations

Making Sense of High-Dimensional Results

Training a Machine Learning Regressor

Neural 
network 
regressor

Lifetime
Energy
Predicted

318.56

315.86

…

313.68

Lifetime
Energy 
Actual

310.9712

304.8955

…

315.1322
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New predictions to 
explore new space, assess
feature importance
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Training dataset

Set-aside test dataset

Entirely new values

Training: optimize model 
by comparing prediction 

to actual

Test: Comparison shows 
general predictive ability

Achieved ~0.5% error

Lifetime
Energy
Predicted

Assessing Parameter Impacts

SHAP analysis* of trained ML 
model allows assessment of 

impact of each feature on long-
term performance

Computer Vision Based Rapid Assessment
The model shown here can predict long-term performance of SOC electrodes
and provide targeted recommendations for improvement using ML, provided we
have a large, high-resolution 3D reconstruction. These can require long times
and esoteric equipment. Cell developers have much easier access to micro-CT
and 2D SEM cross-sections.

Using Computer Vision to Interpret Low-Res Data

Convolutional 
neural 

network
Training

De-resolve 
3D data 30x

Ground truth 
properties

Predicted 
properties

Neural network regressor 
for properties-to-

performance

Connecting computer vision model to 
earlier neural network model yields 

accurate predictions of lifetime energy 
produced, from simple, low-res source data

SHAP analysis allows this 
tool to make tailored 
recommendations for 
improving a specific 

electrode, from low-res 
source data - example 

shown right for 3 
commercial electrodes†

Validation of this 
approach with 

experimental low-res 
data is ongoing


